Welcome!

This is the home page for the HL7 JIRA/Confluence initial setup and configuration Project. For any and all feature requests as well as bugs, problems, etc. please log a JIRA ticket to the JIRACon project or use the "Provide feedback" button (right).

Project: JIRACon

This project achieved:

1. Initial setup for Confluence, then JIRA
2. Weekly meeting called the "Webmaster’s Report" for issues, configurations, bugs
3. Documented Spaces, Blueprints (Work Groups), How-tos, Security, Training
4. JIRA & Confluence Draft Policy and Procedure Statements - These will form the basis of any policies about use of this environment or procedures for its use
5. JIRA Ballot System Documents - Information on the Proposed new JIRA Ballot System
6. HL7 Terminology Authority - Terminology Authorities is responsible for the creation, implementation, and management of HL7 processes involving external terminology management. These processes shall be influenced by input from the Vocabulary Work Group and existing HL7 terminology practices. The activities of the HTA are intended to complement maintenance of terminology that is used by HL7 protocol specifications. HTA works through the TSC to implement processes or polices that impact Working Groups

The team

Patrick E Loyd  Wayne Kubick  Lorraine Constable  David Johnson  Dave Hamill  Ted Klein  Melva Peters

About us

Project space for the JIRA and Confluence project for HL7 Work Groups @sa

Blog stream

Blog stream

Create a blog post to share news and announcements with your team and company.
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